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01. ANDERSEN, Hans Christian.  Une mère.  Conte … en vingt-
deux langues.  Avec un portrait de l’auteur, gravé sur boise par M-
r B. Matthée.  Le dessin de la couverture par M-r M. Dalkevitsch.  
Édité par P. Em. Hansen.  [Cyrillic title:] Mat’.  Skazka …  S.-
Peterburg.  Tipografiia i litografiia S. M. Nikolaeva …  1894. 
 
Large 8vo (246 × 170 mm), pp. viii, 144; facing 
French and Russian title-pages; original 
decorated cloth, calf spine (rubbed, headcap 
chipped), preserving the original 
chromolithographed wrappers designed by 
Dalkevich, incorporating a portrait of Andersen by 
the engraver Vasily Matè (1856–1917); early ink 
ownership inscription to front free endpaper.  
 $1400 
First edition thus, compiled by the Danish–
Russian translator Peter Emanuel Hansen (1846–
1930), its impetus being an earlier fourteen-
language edition published in Copenhagen on the 
occasion of Andersen’s 70th birthday in 1875.  
Hansen presents the text of Historien om en 
moder together with 21 translations: Russian 
(translated by Hansen and his wife, Anna), 
Ukrainian, Polish, Czech, Slovak, Serbian, 
Icelandic, Swedish, German, Low German 
(Plattdeutsch), Dutch, English (from Oscar 
Sommer’s recent translation, London, 1893), 
French, Spanish, Italian, Greek, Armenian, 
Finnish, Hungarian, Tartar, and Hebrew.  Those 
given in bold appear in print here for the first time. 
 
H. C. Andersen-bibliografi 1447 (online at H. C. 
Andersen-Centret), citing Jørgensen 118.  
COPAC locates the British Library copy only. 
 
 
02. AGENO, Francesco d’.  Prose e rime … raccolte, e publicate 
da Girolamo Tonioli.  Londra: dai torchj di Dennett Jaques.  And 
may be had of Mr. Beilby … and Mrs. Harlow …  1790.  
 
8vo (207 × 130 mm) in half-sheets, pp. ix, [1], 263, [1]; with stipple-
engraved portrait frontispiece by Bartolozzi after Gainsborough; 
gatherings Gg and Hh misbound; the occasional light mark;  



 
 

 
contemporary mottled half calf and blue marbled 
paper sides, smooth spine gilt in compartments 
with red morocco lettering-piece, headcap chipped, 
lightly rubbed with corners worn, upper joint 
cracked but very firm.   $700 

 

Sole edition of a rare book of poems, essays, and 
letters by Francesco d’Ageno (1727–1788), 
ambassador for the Republic of Genoa at the 
Court of St James’s between 1759 and 1782.   
 
The printer here, Dennett Jaques, began his 
career in Chichester, moving up to Chelsea around 
the time the present work was printed.  He seems 
to have specialised in foreign-language work, 
producing books in French, Italian, and Latin.  All 
are now rare, with ESTC locating only 3 copies of 
the present work (Aberdeen, BL, Yale). 
 
 
 
03. BAILS, Benito.  Lecciones de clave, y principios de 
harmonía …  Madrid.  Por D. Joachin Ibarra, Impresor de Cámara 
de S.M.  1775. 
 
4to (215 × 167 mm), pp. [8], 
vi, 291, [1], with folding etched 
plate of a keyboard at the end 
(a little ragged, with marginal 
stain); etched headpiece to 
p. [1], numerous musical 
examples, printed 
typographically, in the text; 
one bifolium in the prelims all 
but loose, book block split 
after p. 46; some light 
spotting, old waterstain in the 
upper margin towards the 
beginning; contemporary limp 
vellum, a few marks, corners 
gnawed, small hole to front 
cover.   $1250 
 
 



 
 

First edition, based on Bemetzrieder and Diderot’s Leçons de clavecin, 
et principes d’harmonie (1771).  Bails (1730–1797) is best known as a 
mathematician, but was also ‘an enthusiastic amateur musician …  In 
the dedication he described his frustration in endeavouring to learn 
keyboard improvisation until a friend showed him this work, which 
proved to be “the philosopher’s stone”.  He was helped in preparing the 
translation by the royal organist Juan Sessé.  Bails’s version is more a 
paraphrase than a translation; by suppressing the dialogue form and 
social small talk of the original, and by rearranging material, he achieved 
a clearer and more systematic though less entertaining approach to the 
subject’ (New Grove). For another work on the harpsichord, see item 33. 
 
Palau 21923 (‘muy bien impresa’); RISM Ecrits, p. 112. 
 
 
04. BÉRENY, Elsa.  Reise-Erinnerungen einer Tänzerin.  
Erlebnisse in acht Ländern.  Elsa Béreny Berlin [Buchdruckerei 
Georg Wartenberg, 1933]. 
 
8vo (220 × 149 mm), pp. 32, 32a–32d, 33–36, 36a–36b, [37]–48; with 12 
leaves of photographic plates; a few spots in the margin; original 
illustrated wrappers, a little creased.   $150 
 
First edition, privately printed for the author: the observations of a 
German dancer on tour during the interwar period.  Béreny recounts her 
experience of eight European countries: Bosnia, Italy, Belgium, England 



 
 

(she visits Hull, Newcastle, Durham, Darlington, and Sunderland), 
Austria, Czechoslovakia, Switzerland, and Poland.  Eleven original 
poems by her are included at the end.  ‘In the 20th century we see 
miracle upon miracle.  In the realm of politics, we have Mussolini and his 
gleaming rhetoric; in technology, Dr Eckener and his zeppelin; in 
science, Professor Einstein and his theory of relativity.  And in the realm 
of poetry we see the greatest of all miracles: Elsa Béreny and her lyric 
verse’ (G. Lampazzi, p. [37], my translation). 
 
The photographs are a mix of Béreny in costume (the range of her 
performance styles is extraordinary), and posing in front of various 
sights.  One curious inclusion is a shot of Chief White Horse Eagle, of 
the Osage tribe, ‘the oldest man in the world’, standing next to William 
Penn’s grave in Jordans, Buckinghamshire. 
 

 
 
ANALOGUE KINDLE FOR SALE 
 
05. BOOK CARRIER for children.  England, early 
twentieth century. 
 
Book carrier (67 × 163 mm) with polished wooden 
handles, original straps, and metal hardware; light rust 
and soiling, but still very good.   $150 
 
Who needs a girdle book with this stylish book carrier 
around?  Used largely by schoolchildren, book carriers 
were used in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, though regrettably oftentimes fell into the 
dreaded ‘useful gift’ category: ‘And here is another list 
of suggestions also called “Useful Presents”: attaché 
cases, book-carriers, hand-bags, writing-cases, card-
tables, “library requisites of every description”.  These, if 
you are unlucky enough to receive them all, may be put 
to a variety of uses.  You may either put the writing-
case in the book-carrier, and carry it, or you may put the 
hand-bag into the attaché case and pretend that you 
are an Attaché, or you may fold up the book-carrier 
tightly, put it in the hand-bag, and put both it and the 
writing case into the attaché case, and lay it on the card 
table’ (‘Christmas Presents’, The Saturday Review, 14 
Dec. 1912, pp. 731–2). 
 
 
 



 
 

06. BURNABY, Andrew.  Reisen durch die mittlern Kolonien 
der Engländer in Nord-Amerika, nebst Anmerkungen über den 
Zustand der Kolonien …  Aus dem Englischen übersetzt, mit 
Anmerkungne und Zusätzen.  Hamburg und Kiel, bey Carl Ernst 
Bohn.  1776. 
 

8vo (173 × 103 mm), pp. [16], 192, [14]; uncut 
in recent boards.   $1400 
 
Scarce first edition in German of Travels 
through the Middle Settlements in North-
America (1775), with sections on Virginia 
(including Mount Vernon), Maryland, 
Pennsylvania, New Jersey (noting that 
Princeton has ‘eine kleine Sammlung von 
Büchern’, p. 115), New York, Rhode Island, 
and Massachusetts.  Among the additions are 
fourteen pages of weather reports from 
Virginia, compiled by Jefferson’s friend, 
Francis Fauquier.  In his preface, Christoph 
Daniel Ebeling, writes that he undertook his 
translation as such accounts of North America 
were lacking in Germany.  Ebeling (1741–
1817) went on to publish his magisterial 
Erdbeschreibung und Geschichte von 
Amerika (7 vols, 1793–1816), and was 
elected a member of the American 
Antiquarian Society in 1814. 
 

The book ‘gave much information on the animals and birds of North 
America and its climate, but as regards the political 
situation Burnaby was to be proved a false prophet: he thought a 
permanent union of the colonies would be impossible because of their 
disagreements and mutual jealousies’ (Oxford DNB).  It is interesting to 
see the date of publication here. 
 
Cox II, 146; Price & Price, Humaniora, p. 37; Sabin 9361. 
 
 
WHACKBOARD THE AUCTIONEER 
 
07. THE COMICAL MUSICAL SALE; or, Temple of Apollo.  In two 
Parts.  A first Essay, written and illustrated by Jerry Merry [pseud.].  
Dedicated to his musical Friend, Frank Waters, Esq.  London: 
Edward Preston … 1836. 



 
 

 
8vo (220 × 135 mm), pp. 46, [2], with 8 etched plates; some light 
browning with unobtrusive water-staining to top right-hand corner of a 
few pages, bookblock cracking but still good; original brown cloth, title 
gilt to upper cover, a little wear with two ink stains, ink manuscript offset 
to front flyleaf recto and p. 26, early ink ownership inscription of Thomas 
Godding.   $850 
 

First and only edition.  A comical, 
light-hearted romp through an 
imaginary auction of musical 
instruments, with illustrations by the 
author himself.  Written with all the 
wit and charm of a Cruikshank 
caricature, the narrative paints a 
chaotic picture of a nineteenth-
century auction.  Take the portrayal 
of the auctioneer, Whackboard, who 
‘occasionally smote a board, which, 
from the vehemence of the blows, 
was split to the extent of six feet!!  
To hear him pronounce “GONE!” 
was dreadful; all the musical 
instruments in the room echoed a 
vibration’ (pp. 6–7), or the peculiar 
collection of musical clutter in Lot 
30: ‘This was a very queer, 
mutilated lot, a composition of 
fractures; the broken drum which 
met with an accident the day before, 
the deal box that Bouncible had just 
smashed, the bagpipes which were 
out of order, three or four flutes 
without keys, a fiddle that had been 

sat upon, and divers other cripples all in need of a doctor’ (p. 31).  
Marred only by the occasional race joke which has not aged well, this 
work remains a delightful piece of comic writing. 
 
COPAC lists the BL copy only, to which WorldCat adds those at the 
Newberry, Harvard, and Marietta College. 
 
 



 
 

POST-NAPOLEONIC DIPLOMACY, 
AND AN IMPORTANT STEP TOWARDS THE ABOLITION OF THE SLAVE TRADE 
 
08. [CONGRESS OF VIENNA, etc.]  A contemporary volume of 
11 official documents relating to the creation of the German 
Confederation at the end of the Napoleonic Wars.  Vienna, 
c.1815–19.   
 
11 works in one vol., 4to (250 × 211 mm), some retaining their original 
paper backstrips; early blue Pappband, ms. paper spine label (‘Deutsche 
Bundesacte’), some marks to boards, a little sunned, spotting in places, 
corners worn; typescript contents list to front pastedown (offset); with the 
early ms. shelfmark of the Herz[ogliche] S[achsen] M[eining’sche] 
Minist[erial]bibl[iothek] to the title.   $1500 
 
A volume of official documents published following the end the 
Napoleonic Wars and the creation of the new German Confederation, 
which lasted almost uninterrupted until the Seven Weeks’ War in 1866.  
It appears that it comes from the ducal ministry library in Saxe-
Meiningen, one of the states which made up the Confederation.  The 
one manuscript insertion (dated 22 July 1820), and the final printed 
treaty in the volume (20 July 1819, but signed 22 July 1820) have been 
signed by five of the diplomats involved: Nicolas-Charles, baron de 
Vincent (for Austria-Hungary), Sir Charles Stuart (for Britain), August 
Friedrich Ferdinand von der Goltz (for Prussia), and Count Andrea 
Pozzo di Borgo (for Russia), and one unidentified. 
 
i.) Acte du Congrès de Vienne du 9 juin 1815, avec ses annexes.  
Édition officielle et collationnée avec le texte de l’instrument original 
déposé aux Archives de la Chancellerie de Cour et d’État.  Vienne, de 
l’Imprimerie Impériale et Royal [1815]. 
 
4to (244 × 209 mm), pp. [10], 334, [2], including final errata leaf; light 
spotting to prelims, nineteenth-century ms. ink shelfmark to title.   
 
With a section (pp. 302–5) on the abolition of the slave trade, which has 
been ‘rightly credited with having introduced abolition of the slave trade 
as a principle in general international law’ (Randall Lesaffer, ‘Vienna and 
the abolition of the slave trade’, online). 
 
ii.) Convention zwischen den Höfen von Wien, St. Petersburg, London 
und Berlin, in Bezug auf die sieben Ionischen Inseln.  Unterzeichnet zu 
Paris am 5. November 1815.  Wien.  Aus der kaiserlich-königlichen Hof- 
und Staats-Druckerey [1815]. 
 



 
 

4to (239 × 202 mm), pp. [4], 8; lightly toned.   
 
iii.) Convention entre les cours de Vienne, de St. Pétersbourg, de 
Londres et de Berlin, pour fixer le sort des sept îles Ioniennes; signée à 
Paris le 5 novembre 1815.  Vienne de l’Imprimerie Impériale et Royale 
de Cour et d’État [1815]. 
 
4to (240 × 194 mm), pp. [4], 8; some light offsetting.   

 
iv.) Definitiv-Tractat zwischen Seiner Majestät dem Kaiser von 
Oesterreich, König von Ungarn und Böhmen, und Allerhöchstihren 
Alliirten einer Seits, dann Seiner Majestät dem König von Frankreich und 
Navarra anderer Seits.  Geschlossen zu Paris am 20. November 1815, 
und die Ratificationen ausgewechselt ebendaselbst am 16. Februar 
1816.  Wien.  Aus der Kaiserlich-Königlichen Hof- und Staats-Druckerey 
[1816]. 
 
4to (237 × 193 mm), pp. [4], 63, [1]; lower right-hand corner of title-page 
torn away, not affecting text.   
 



 
 

v.) Traité définitif entre Sa Majesté l’Empereur d’Autriche, Roi de 
Hongrie et de Bohème, et ses alliés, d’une part, et Sa Majesté le Roi de 
France et de Navarre, d’autre part.  Conclu et signé à Paris le 20 
Novembre 1815, et les ratifications échangées à Paris le 16 Février 
1816.  Vienne à l’Imprimerie Impériale et Royale de Cour et d’État 
[1816]. 
 
4to (245 × 207 mm), pp. [4], 74, [2]; some light offsetting.   
 
vi.) Allianz-Tractat zwischen den Höfen von Wien, St. Petersburg, 
London und Berlin.  Unterzeichnet zu Paris am 20. November 1815.  
Wien.  Aus der kaiserlich-königlichen Hof- und Staats-Druckerey [1815]. 
 
4to (246 × 203 mm), pp. 12; some light offsetting.   
 
vii.) Traité d’alliance entre les Cours de Vienne, de St. Pétersbourg, de 
Londres et de Berlin; signé à Paris le 20 novembre 1815.  Vienne de 
l’Imprimerie Impériale et Royale de Cour et d’État [1815]. 
 
4to (244 × 205 mm), pp. 12; a little offsetting.   
 
viii.) Tractat zwischen Sr. Majestät dem Kaiser von Oesterreich und Sr. 
Majestät dem König von Bayern, geschlossen zu München am 14. April 
1816, die definitive Festsetzung der Gränzen und Verhältnisse Ihrer 
respectiven Staaten betreffend.  Wien.  Aus der Kaiserlich-Königlichen 
Hof- und Staats-Druckerey.  1816. 
 
4to (236 × 197 mm), pp. 16; some light browning and offsetting, with an 
8vo-sized (194 × 113 mm) ink manuscript letter in German on blue paper 
tipped in after page 14.   
 
ix.) Traité conclu à Paris le 10. Juin 1817 entre les Cours d’Autriche, 
d’Espagne, de France, de la Grande Bretagne, de Prusse et de Russie 
lequel, en execution de l’article 99 de l’acte du Congrès, determine la 
reversion des duchés de Parme, Plaisance et Guastalla.  Les actes de 
ratification ont été échangés à Paris de la part des six puissances 
contractantes.  Vienne, de l’Imprimerie Impériale et Royale de Cour 
d’État.  1818. 
 
4to (240 × 202 mm), pp. 8; some light offsetting.   
 
x.) Bifolium (302 × 206 mm), ink manuscript copy in French, ‘Présenté le 
24. Aôut 1820’, signed by five signatories. 
 
xi.) Récès général de la commission territorial rassemblée à Francfort, 
conclu le 20 juillet 1819 entre les cours d’Autriche, de la Grande-



 
 

Brétagne, de Prusse et de Russie.  Les actes de ratification ont été 
échangés à Francfort de la part des quatres puissances contractantes.  
Vienne de l’Imprimerie Impériale et Royale de Cour et d’État [1819]. 
 
4to (246 ×207 mm), pp. 157, [1]; some light offsetting; ink manuscript 
signatures to title-page for the purpose of authenticating the document.   
 
 

 
‘THE MOST EGREGIOUS EXAMPLE OF A FAKE TRAVELLER’S ACCOUNT’ 
 
09. [CONTANT D’ORVILLE, André-Guillaume].  Les nuits 
anglaises, ou recueil de traits singuliers, d’anecdotes, 
d’événemens remarquables, de faits extraordinaires, de 
bizarreries, d’obervations critiques & de pensées philosophiques, 
&c. propres à faire connaître le genie & le caractère des Anglais 
…  A Paris, [c]hez J. P. Costard … 1770. 
 
4 vols, 8vo (163 × 102 mm), pp. [2], 28, 368; [2], viii, 368; [2], viii, 400; 
[4], 376, [2]; old water stain to the fore-margin of the first few leaves in 
vol. II, some light browning elsewhere, more so to the margins at the end 
of vols I and III; contemporary mottled calf, red morocco spine labels 
(vol. III bound almost identically, but seemingly from another set), 
marbled endpapers; a little rubbed, some corners worn, to vol. IV 
headcap chipped, upper joint starting, but firm, a few marks.   $900 
 
First edition.  Contant d’Orville (c.1730–c.1800) was a prolific writer 
known best for his extensive ethnographic Histoire des différents 
peuples du monde (1768), and history of opéra bouffon (1771).  Here he 
offers a kaleidoscopic view of England and its people, supposedly based 
on personal experience, but the whole work is invention.  In fact, 
Josephine Grieder calls it ‘the most egregious example of a fake 
traveller’s account …  His method of presentation follows exactly that of 
the legitimate visitors.  He insists on his impartiality’ (pp. 40–1n), though 
has plagiarized other works.   
 



 
 

The account is divided into 45 ‘nights’, which cover a wide range of 
topics, from politics, and the English antipathy towards the French, to 
literature (Chaucer, Shakespeare, Spenser, Milton, Dryden, Pope), and 
women, including a visit to an Englishwoman’s library, where the author 
finds ‘des Livres parfaitement bien rangés … [et] superbement reliés & 
bien dorés’ (II, 278). 
 
Cioranescu 21098; Quérard II, 277.   
 
 
10. [DECORATED PAPER.]  APHTHONIUS.  Progymnasmata …  
Novissima editio, superioribus emendatior …  Amsterodami, apud 
Ludovicum Elzevirium, 1645. 
 
12mo (125 × 69 mm), pp. [4], 400, [10], including the additional etched 
and engraved title (dated 1642), woodcut title vignette; light marginal 
water-staining to the first couple of leaves, the odd mark elsewhere; 
early twentieth-century olive morocco, spine slightly sunned, mid 
eighteenth-century brocade endpapers (see below).   $400 
 
An attractive Elzevier edition of a much-reprinted work on rhetoric by the 
fourth-century Aphthonius of Antioch, in the Latin translation by 
Rodolphus Agricola and Giovanni Maria Cattaneo, with annotations by 
Reinhard Lorich (c.1510–1564).   
 
The binding here may be relatively modern, 
but the endpapers are not: they were 
produced in Augsburg by Johann Michael 
Munck (his pattern no. 30; see Kopylov, 
Papiers dorés d’Allemagne au siècle des 
lumières 126), one of the leading German 
brocade paper makers.  And they appear to 
have been on the book for some time, as 
early ms. ink notes (a price?) to the rear free 
endpaper testify. 
 
Brunet I, col. 342; Willems 1018. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
11. [DECORATED PAPER.]  A sheet of block-printed paper.  
Probably Dutch, second half of the 18th century. 
 
Folio half-sheet (c.365 × 475 mm), printed in four colours (red, green, 
yellow, purple); light marginal browning, creased where previously 
folded.   $400 
 
An attractive sheet of Dutch sitspapier (lit. ‘chintz paper’, as the process 
and patterns were derived from textile printing), block-printed using 
coloured paste and depicting a pastoral scene.  Haemmerle illustrates 
the paper, suggesting it to be Dutch: ‘the Netherlands can also boast 
magnificent block-printed papers, e.g. this charming bucolic leaf from 
c.1780, whose somewhat wooden charm is reminiscent of the modern 
French illustrator Raymond Peynet’ (p. 155, our translation).  It is also 
reproduced in Kopylov’s Papiers dominotés italiens (p. 385), attributing it 
to the Remondini brothers in Bassano. 
 
 



 
 

PROMOTING JIHAD 
 
12. EL DSCHIHAD.  Zeitung für die muhammedanischen 
Kriegsgefangenen.  Berlin, 1915–18. 
 
Over 300 individual numbers, folio (469 × 320 mm), each between 2 and 
6 pages; lithographed throughout, some with full-page photographic 
illustrations, smaller photographic illustrations in the text, and full-page 
maps, the text printed in three columns; some light browning due to 
paper stock, heavier to some of the later issues, creased where 
previously folded, the occasional small marginal tear or crease, stab-
holes to left margins where previously bound; all six versions, in six 
different languages, are present.   $16,000 
 
An extraordinary collection of WWI camp newspapers produced to 
promote jihad among Muslim prisoners of war.  Such attempts at 
radicalization were official German policy, and these newspapers 
provide primary source material as to how that policy was enacted.  The 
newspaper was published in six different languages: Arabic, Tatar, 
Russian, Hindi, Urdu (Hindostan), and Georgian (Kaukasien).  All six are 
represented here. 

 



 
 

The diplomat, Orientalist, and historian Max von Oppenheim (1860–
1946) had published a memorandum as early as 1914 on 
‘revolutionizing the Islamic territories of our enemies’, i.e. trying to 
persuade religious leaders in the Muslim world to call for a Holy War 
against colonial powers such as Britain, France, and Russia.  Financed 
by the German foreign ministry, Oppenheim’s Intelligence Bureau for the 
East operated worldwide: its headquarters were in Berlin, but it had 
missions in Istanbul, Tiflis, Damascus, and Jerusalem.  After initial 
radicalization attempts on the front met with limited success, a campaign 
was initiated to try and radicalize Muslim prisoners of war and the so-
called ‘Halbmondlager’ (i.e. ‘crescent moon [lit. “half moon”] camp’) in 
Wünsdorf, just south of Berlin, was set up.  It was here that the present 
newspapers were circulated. 
 
‘It was like no other POW camp in history.  
Reserved primarily for Muslim prisoners, 
detainees lived in relative luxury and were 
given everything they needed to practise 
their faith.  Spiritual texts were provided, 
Ramadan observed, a mosque erected – the 
first on German soil – and there were 
sermons by visiting spiritual leaders and 
academics …  Extensively written about in 
German history books but elsewhere a long-
forgotten story of the Great War, the camp’s 
extraordinary role is finally being highlighted 
…  Only 4000–5000 prisoners were detained 
in the camp (though Muslim soldiers were 
also housed in the neighbouring camp of 
Weinberg, where the propaganda effort was 
extended), but as the tokenism of the Half 
Moon Camp’s name suggests, the place was 
self-consciously styled as a theatre for the 
wider world.  Postcards were printed 
showing prisoners taking part in sport and 
religious services, and engaged in the 
slaughter of animals for halal meat.  The 
biggest showpiece of all was the Ottoman-
style wooden mosque, with ornate arched 
doorways, a broad dome and a single 
minaret.  It was built “to prove that Germany was the true friend of 
Islam …  It was not built out of religious ideas, it was built on the 
expectation that it would serve the propaganda purposes that Germany 
had” …  The numbers of volunteers from the propaganda camps Half 
Moon and Weinberg were not insignificant.  As many as 3000 recruits 
from the camps arrived in Baghdad to serve on the Mesopotamian and 



 
 

Persian fronts’ (‘Germany’s grand First World War jihad experiment’, 
The Telegraph, 10 Aug. 2014). 
 
A key means of achieving this was through reading matter such as El 
Dschihad, ‘the most important of such propaganda newspapers’ (Der 
erste Weltkrieg in 100 Objekten, Deutsches Historisches Museum, 2014, 
p. 166).  Circulation began in March 1915, with editions produced in 
Arabic, Russian, and—the largest print-run—Tatar, as well as, under 
different titles, in Georgian, Hindi, and Urdu.  Copies very rarely appear 
on the market; I have only ever seen individual numbers in the past.  As 
for institution library holdings, the only runs outside Europe located by 
WorldCat are at the Hoover Institution and the Library of Congress.  
None is listed in COPAC. 
 
A full listing is available on request. 
 
 
13. [EXHIBITION: TYPOGRAPHY.]  Dvukhsotletie 
grazhdanskago shrifta 1708—mart—1908 [The bicentenary of 
the civil script 1708 to March 1908] …  Moskva.  Sinodal’naia 
Tipografiia.  1910. 
 
8vo (238 × 164 mm), pp. [4], 67, [1]; with 2 photographic plates of the 
exhibition; uncut in the original printed wrappers, spine chipped at 
extremities, short tear along upper joint.   $700 
 
First edition, published by the Russian Bibliographical Society (the first 
organization of its type in Russia) to celebrate the 200th anniversary of 
the introduction of Peter the Great’s new ‘civil script’, largely the modern 
Cyrillic alphabet we know today, in 1708.  Before that date, Russian 
books used an alphabet closely aligned to Greek; this is still found in the 
books of the Orthodox Church.  With the civil script (grazhdanskii shrift) 
Peter sought to create letter forms more akin to Latin, as part of his 
attempt to westernize Russia.   
 
The present work prints two papers read in March 1908 at a meeting of 
the Society, and a detailed description (pp. 49–67) of the exhibition put 
on at the time.  Over 200 items were on display, drawn from various 
collections, both public and private. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

14. [FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR.]  Notebook of drawings by an 
unidentified soldier, c.1880. 
 
4to (221 × 172 mm), ff. 55 with watercolours on rectos, followed by ff. 34 
of blanks; a little marginal browning, the occasional leaf loose, one or 
two leaves excised towards the end, green reversed half calf with 
marbled paper sides, hinges cracked.   $1250 
 

A notebook containing 47 original 
watercolours of military and hunting 
scenes.  The Franco-Prussian War 
accounts for the bulk of the artwork, as 
seen from a French soldier’s point of 
view.  Subjects and events depicted 
include the Siege of Toul; prisoners of 
war after the Siege and Fall of 
Strasbourg; the Battles of Mars-la-
Tour, Sedan, Villiers, Beaune-la-
Rolande, and Dijon; and various 
scenes from the Siege of Paris.  Other 
depicted military events include the 
Siege of Constantine, 1837; the 
beginning of the French conquest of 
Algeria, 1830; the Battle of Beni Mered, 
1842; guerrillas attacking a French 
envoy in the Peninsular War, 1808; 
French general François de Chevert, 
1741; privateer Jean Bart defending 
Dunkirk during the English attacks of 

1694–5; and the Siege of Namur, 1695.  Among the more notable 
images is one illustrating and accompanied by the Victor Hugo poem 
‘Après la bataille’.  Hunting scenes, a couple of which are clearly 
inspired by Bombonnel le tueur de panthères, dominate the remainder of 
the images, in which strapping young men hunt rhinos, lions (as well as 
one, of David Livingstone, being attacked himself), bears, and other big 
game.  The striking images call to mind the popular hunting stories of 
Victorian adventurers like Samuel White Baker or Henry Astbury 
Leveson. 
 
A full listing of the artwork is available on request. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

15. [FULLER, Anne].  Alfred König in England.  Eine 
Geschichte aus dem neunten Jahrhundert.  Prag und Wien, bei 
Joseph Kottnauer, Buchhändler.  1795. 
 
Small 8vo (152 × 88 mm), pp. 370, [2] translator’s afterword; with 
etched frontispiece printed in sanguine; some light offsetting; 
contemporary mottled half calf, yellow paper sides, spine gilt with 
contrasting yellow and green paper lettering-pieces, a little rubbed.  
 $950 
 
Rare German translation—first published in Bremen the previous 
year—of the gothic novel The Son of Ethelwolf (1789).  Anne Fuller 
(d. 1790) was an early Irish gothic novelist akin to Regina Maria 
Roche, Anne Burke, and Anna Millikin.  The Son of Ethelwolf was her 
third and final novel, and featured a defiant heroine during the time of 
Alfred’s resistance to the Danes.  ‘Never, we believe, have moral and 
historical truths been more nicely and intimately blended, than in the 
present performance.  The story is interesting; and the rude and 
boisterous manners of the times are, in general, preserved with 
fidelity and care’ (Monthly Review). 
 
Garside, Raven & Schöwerling 1789: 40n and Price & Price, 
Literature 395 (listing the Bremen edition; there was also a Vienna 
edition the same year).  See also Summers, p. 47, for the English 
original.  Of the three early editions, WorldCat lists a sole copy outside 
Europe, at Illinois (Bremen edition). 
 
 
ART NOUVEAU CARD GAME 
WITH 100 ORIGINAL ILLUSTRATIONS 
 
16. GARRAUX, Florentin.  Quartett.  [Bern,] 
1910. 
 
A complete set of 100 playing cards (110 × 68 mm), 
each with a original hand-painted design on recto and 
marbled paper verso; only light signs of handling, 
housed in a stunning matching painted vellum box 
lined with green printed patterned paper, light dust-
soiling to some parts of vellum, vellum panel on lid 
starting to curl slightly, signed and dated by the artist 
on bottom of box, and dedicated on the lid to ‘Unsern 
Freunden Emil u. Emma Lang’.   $8000 
 



 
 

A beautiful example of original artwork by Florentin Garraux (1859–
1950), a Swiss painter best known for his miniature work, bookplates, 
vignettes etc., and in particular unique ‘Künstler-Postkarten’ which he 
drew for his friends.  Here he has created a complete card game (along 
the lines of the British game ‘Happy Families’), with 100 exquisite 
original illustrations, for Carl Emil Lang (1876–1963), later director of the 
publishing house A. Francke in Bern, and his wife Emma.   

 
Garraux, a grocer by profession, was initially self-taught (he later studied 
at the Berner Kunstschule onwards), and had a strong interest in the 
relationship between word and image.  His work was most recently 
exhibited at the Galerie du Passage in his home town of Moutier, in the 
autumn of 2017, an exhibition which was extended into 2018 due to its 
popularity.   
 
 
17. GESSNER, Salomon.  New Idylles …  Translated by W. 
Hooper MD.  With A Letter to M: Fuslin, on Landscape Painting, 
and the Two Friends of Bourbon, a Moral Tale, by M. Diderot.  
London, Printed for S. Hooper … & G. Robinson …  1776. 
 
Large 8vo (263 × 182 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [4], 129, [1], plus etched 
and engraved title-page, head- and tailpieces, and 9 plates by Sparrow 
or Chambars after Gessner; printed on thick paper; some light spotting, 
dust-soiling in the upper margin of pp. 76–77; early ink ownership 
inscription of John Bell, Kensington, to p. [1]; nineteenth-century half 
morocco, rubbed, pebble-grain cloth sides, spine lettered gilt.   $450 
 
First edition in English of the Moralische Erzæhlungen und Idyllen 
(Zurich, 1772).  ‘The former works of M. Gessner have been received 
with that applause by Europe in general, as renders all apology for this 
publication superfluous, and all commendation by any individual 
unnecessary.  The translator, however, cannot refrain from declaring the 



 
 

singular satisfaction he enjoys in presenting the English reader with a 
work, he thinks, equal in the beauty of composition (allowance made for 

the difference of language) to the Idyls of 
Theocritus, or Virgil, and far superior in 
benevolent and pathetic sentiments. 
 
‘The historical plates and vignettes with 
which this work is embellished, were all 
designed and drawn by M. Gessner 
himself. 
 
‘The story of the Two Friends of Bourbon 
was communicated by M. Diderot to our 
author, who thought proper to publish it 
with these Idyls, as a monument of 
friendship that the cultivation of letters 
alone has produced between two men, 
whom distant countries have ever held 
separate’ (Advertisement). 
 
Adams DD46 (‘Première traduction 
anglaise d’un conte de Diderot’); Morgan 
2319; for the first edition, see Borst 234 
and Goedeke IV/1, 82, 9. 
 
 
 

FIRST ILLUSTRATED EDITION 
WITH THREE PREVIOUSLY UNRECORDED PLATES 
 
18. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von.   Strasti molodago 
Vertera … s prisovokupleniem Pisem Karlotty k Karoline, 
pisannykh vo vremia eia znakomstva s Verterom.  Vnov’ 
perevedenyia [The Passions of Young Werther … with the addition 
of The Letters of Charlotte to Carolina, written during the period of 
her acquaintance with Werther.  Translated afresh].  V 
Sanktpeterburge, pechatano v Tipografii u. F. Meier, 1796 goda.  
Izhdiveniem T. Polezhaeva i G. Zotova. 
 
2 works in one vol., as issued, 12mo (167 × 97 mm), pp. [10], 242; [3]–
230 (the two-leaf dedication to Petr Zaitsev—see the Svodnyi katalog—
transposed to after the prelims in the first work; as also given by 
Obol’ianinov); with 8 etched and engraved plates (the last with the lower 
margin torn away, not affecting the image); contemporary mottled calf, 
marbled endpapers, spine a little creased, wanting lettering-piece, a 



 
 

small nick to upper joint, two corners worn; label of the leading 
antiquarian bookseller and bibliophile Vasily Klochkov (1861–1915; 
founding member of the Circle of Russian Fine Press Amateurs, St 
Petersburg, 1903) to rear pastedown.   $7000 
 
Third edition of Werther in Russian (first 1781; second 1794), corrected 
from the earlier editions by Ivan Vinogradov (Voltaire’s translator), and 
supplemented by one of the most successful of the English Wertheriads, 
William James’s The Letters of Charlotte, during her Connexion with 
Werter (London, 1786; Garside, Raven & Schöwerling 1786: 26; Speck 
1023), which had first appeared in Russian, via French, in 1792 (Svodnyi 
katalog 5315) and is likewise corrected for the present edition.  The 
whole is dedicated to Nikolai Nikitich Demidov (1774–1828), the young 
industrialist, collector, and patron of the arts.  What is new to both works 
here are the illustrations, the first in a Russian edition of Werther.  
Both Obol’ianinov and the Svodnyi katalog call for 
six plates.  The present copy has eight; one of 
those listed by Obol’ianinov (Werther’s departure) 
is not present, but three plates are entirely new: 
Charlotte’s distress at sending the pistols, the 
death of Werther, and the fine portrait frontispiece 
of Goethe himself (a perhaps otherwise unknown 
lifetime portrait). 
 
‘What Goethe did in Werther was revolutionary; 
the novel was to become a watershed in the 
development of German literature.  A story of 
youthful emotion and passion, it reflects Goethe’s 
own disastrous love affair with a friend’s fiancée, 
and it ends in tragedy: tormented by unrequited 
love, Werther shoots himself.  Werther was the 
1770s equivalent of A Clockwork Orange in the 
1960s—a book that put violence in a new, 
shocking context, forcing people to face an aspect 
of human behaviour they would rather avoid.  
Goethe described the world through eyes of one 
tortured young man and his tangled emotions of 
love and hope, disappointment and death.  It was 
a best-seller across all of Europe.  Everywhere 
young men dressed like Werther—in blue coats 
and yellow waistcoats—and not infrequently, like 
Werther, shot themselves.  But the book did 
something else: Werther established German for 
the first time as a European literary language.  
Goethe joined his hero, Shakespeare, as an 



 
 

author the world wanted to read’ (Neil MacGregor, Germany: Memories 
of a Nation, pp. 138–140).   
 
Drews, Die Rezeption deutscher Belletristik in Russland 1750–1850, 
519; Obol’ianinov 500; Sopikov 11576 (giving the date as ‘1798’); 
Svodnyi katalog 1427; this edition not in Speck (see 982 for the 1781 
edition).  WorldCat locates a sole copy, at the Anna Amalia Bibliothek in 
Weimar, plus a microform at Harvard. 
 
 
PRESENTED BY THE TRANSLATOR TO THE AUTHOR 
 
19. HANSLICK, Eduard.  O muzykal’no-prekrasnom.  Opyt 
poverki muzykal’noi estetiki.  S nemetskago perevel Larosh.  S 
predisloviem perevodchika [On the musically beautiful.  An attempt 
at revising the aesthetics of music.  Translated from the German 
by Herman Laroche.  With a preface by the translator].  Moskva.  
Muzykal’naia torgovlia P. Iurgensona …  1895. 
 
8vo (184 × 130 mm), pp. [2], xlvi, [3]–181, [1]; with a calligraphic 
presentation inscription (in red, blue, and gold) ‘Dem innigst verehrten 
Verfasser vom Uebersetzer.  St Petersburg, d 12/24 Mai 1895’ to front 
flyleaf; a very good copy, in contemporary red morocco by the leading 
Petersburg binder Eduard Rau, all edges gilt, extremities darkened, 
spine rubbed and lightly sunned.   $2000 
 
Very rare first edition in Russian of the ‘touchstone’ text of aesthetic 
theory Vom Musikalisch-Schönen: ein Beitrag zur Revision der Ästhetik 
der Tonkunst (Leipzig, 1854), translated from the expanded sixth edition 
(1881) by the music critic Herman Laroche (1845–1904), who provides a 
long preface. 
 
Hanslick (1825–1904) ‘became one of the first widely influential music 
critics in the modern sense; he was also among the first to receive an 
official university appointment in music, as professor of the history and 
aesthetics of music at the University of Vienna, in 1861.  His early 
treatise on questions of musical form and expression (Vom Musikalisch-
Schönen, 1854) challenged a long tradition of aesthetic thought that 
located the essence and value of music in a loosely defined “expression 
of feelings”, and it has remained a touchstone in musical-aesthetic 
debates to the present day’ (New Grove).  An English translation did not 
appear until 1986. 
 
Laroche writes here that he began translating the work in 1879, only to 
break off after the first few pages when he became mired in difficulties 



 
 

due to the philosophical language.  Undaunted, he returned to the text in 
1885; it took him four years to complete his work, after which he ran the 
complete text past Tolstoy’s friend, the philosopher and critic Nikolai 
Strakhov, before publication. 
 
WorldCat locates a copy at Pisa only.  
 
 
PROTO-FEMINIST PEDAGOGY 
‘I WOULD SAY TO WOMEN THAT THE MIND IS  
NOT INCOMPATIBLE WITH BEAUTY’ 
 
20. HENNEQUIN, Pierre.  Nouveau cours de rhétorique, à 
l’usage de la jeunesse des deux sexes; dédié à sa Majesté 
l’Impératrice mère …  Moscou, de l’Imprimerie d’Auguste Semen 
… 1818. 
 
8vo (198 × 125 mm), pp. [6], xiii, [14]–462, [2] errata; small stain to lower 
right-hand margin of p. ix, not affecting text, some very light foxing; 
contemporary polished tree calf, smooth spine gilt with red sheep 
lettering-piece, marbled endpapers, some minor scratches and marks to 
boards, a little rubbed but still very good.   $1250 
 

First edition.  Dedicated to the Dowager Empress 
Maria Feodorovna (1759–1828), the present book 
of rhetoric for young people was unabashedly 
written for the use of both sexes: ‘Si nous écrivons 
dans un pays où l’on auroit l’injustice d’exiger que 
les femmes ne fissent aucun usage de leur esprit, 
on trouveroit absurd et ridicule l’idée de donner, 
pour le beau sexe, des règles d’eloquence 
française et latine; et si je pouvois pressentir 
encore les objections usées des temps gothiques, 
je me mettrois en devoir de combattre, après tant 
d’auteurs qui l’ont fait avec avantage, le préjudgé 
barbare qui condamnoit autrefois à l’ignorance et à 
l’obscurité la partie la plus interessante de la 
société humaine…’ (Preface).  The author points to 
the Russian throne as evidence of burgeoning 
change, and encourages readers to not dissociate 
traditionally feminine graces from affairs of the 
mind: ‘Je dirois aux femmes que l’esprit n’est point 

incompatible avec la beauté, les lettres avec la naissance, l’étude avec 
les plaisirs, les muses avec les grâces: que les femmes, destinées à 



 
 

plaire par les charmes de la figure peuvent également aspirer à la gloire 
des talens’.  
 
Pierre Hennequin (1772–1849) taught French in Moscow to young 
noblewomen throughout the 1810s and was a professor of French at 
University of Moscow from 1827–1830.   
 
WorldCat lists only 2 copies outside Europe (Library of Congress, 
University of Oklahoma).  Not in COPAC. 
 

 
THE FIRST BOOK ON FIGURE SKATING 
 
21. [JONES, Robert].  A Treatise on Skating; founded on certain 
Principles deduced from many Years Experience: by which that 
noble Exercise is now reduced to an Art, and may be taught and 
learned by a regular Method, with both Ease and Safety.  The 
Whole illustrated with Copper-plates, representing the Attitudes 
and Graces.  By a Gentleman … London, Printed for the Author: 
and sold by C. Fourdrinier … [c.1773]. 
 
8vo (207 × 125 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [4], 64; with 4 full-page 
engravings by Darling, woodcut figures in the text; title a little browned 
and dust-soiled, with some browning to the upper portion of the following 
leaves, fore-edge of final two plates a little ragged, contemporary full 
calf, spine gilt in compartments with red morocco lettering-piece, a little 
chipped, rubbed, upper joint cracked at foot, old water-stain to boards; 
bookplate of Sir Richard Levinge to front pastedown.   $3500 
 
First edition of the first book on figure skating.  This is a copy of the 
second issue, with a cancel title (‘a Gentleman’ substituted for ‘R. Jones, 
Lieutenant of Artillery’; A2, with the contents and errata, is also new) and 
the prelims, including the dedication to Lord Spencer Hamilton, 
removed.  A second edition, with Jones’s name reinstated, appeared 
c.1780, and a further edition in 1797.  All are rare. 
 
‘In 1772 Robert Jones, a lieutenant of Artillery, wrote in the English the 
first treatise on ice-skating.  It was a text-book of 10,000 words 
containing valuable information on how to perform the various figures 
then known in figure-skating.  So advanced was this study … that it 
emphasizes very clearly that he must have had many keen and 
competent forerunners.  It shows how quickly figure-skating had 
developed in England after its introduction, for already a number of basic 
figures and free movements had been discovered to supplement the 
Dutch roll and formed a small repertoire of exercises upon the ice.  Well 



 
 

before the middle of the eighteenth century artistic skating was a winter 
diversion of some importance in England.  At the time of the publication 
of Robert Jones’s book, it was already classified as an “art” … 
 

‘Jones’s study is divided into two 
parts and devoted to detailed 
explanation of the various 
exercises forming figure-skating 
and useful advice on how to learn 
and perform them well.  The first 
part deals with the fundamental 
principles called “plain skating” and 
“graceful rolling”, and is made up of 
the inside edge, the outside edge, 
and a long curved line on the 
outside edge, called “rolling”, 
“running”, and “stopping”, and thus 
completes the groundwork …  The 
second part deals principally with 
free-skating figures …  Although he 
does not designate them as such, 
the important fact that emerges is 
the natural direction skating 
unconsciously took in the pioneer 
stages …  The movements which 
developed quickly in the eighteenth 
century were all based on 
swiftness of movement, and all the 
exercises needed to space to 
execute them correctly.  And this 
combined with elegance and grace 

of execution gave such performance real beauty of action.  This was free 
skating, the apex of skating skill’ (Nigel Brown, Ice-Skating: a History, 
p. 42–3, 46).   
 
Jones underwent a very public trial for sodomy of a young boy the same 
year his book was published, which may account for the cancel title and 
prelims here. 
 
ESTC locates 10 copies of the first edition (1772), but only one of the 
present issue (BL), one of the second edition (BL), and three of the 1797 
edition (BL (2 copies), Birmingham). 
 
 
 



 
 

CLOTHES MAKETH THE (DUTCH)MAN 
 
22. DE KLEEREN maken den man in 16 onderscheide naar ’t 
leven gekleurde voorstellen.  Voor kinderen …  [Zaltbommel, 
Johannes Noman, 1810s.] 
 
16 hand-coloured etched cards (89 × 68 mm), printed on thick laid 
paper, watermark visible in some parts, each titled on the verso in 
letterpress; some light finger-marking from use, one small tear to left-
hand margin of base card (not affecting image); in the original marbled 
paper slipcase with printed orange title label, a little rubbed.   $3250 
 
A rare Dutch transformation toy, cheekily 
titled ‘The Clothes maketh the Man’, 
charmingly illustrates early nineteenth-
century Dutch fashion, occupations, and 
character types.  The base card depicts a 
nude androgynous figure over which the child 
can place one of the other fifteen cards to 
‘dress’ the figure.  A host of familiar 
archetypal figures (fishwife, beggar, hussar, 
farmer, rabbi, soldier, priest) mingle with 
some who might be less familiar to our 
modern eyes: an ‘Agurkjes Jood’ (literally, 
‘pickle Jew’) faces the viewer, holding a jar of 
pickles to sell, along with Hanswurst and 
Harlequin from popular theatre. 
 
We have been unable to locate another copy of this game, although we 
did find what may be an advertisement for it in the contemporary Dutch 
periodical Boekzaal, July 1818, p. 671. 
 



 
 

 
HOMOEROTIC MAGICAL REALISM 
BANNED BY THE NAZIS 
 
23. LAMPE, Friedo.  At the Edge of the 
Night.  Translated from the German by 
Simon Beattie.  [London:] Hesperus Press 
[2019]. 
 
8vo (195 × 123 mm), pp. xiii, [1], 123, [9]; 
original publisher’s wrappers.   $12 
 
First edition in English of Am Rande der Nacht 
(1933), the author’s first book, which was 
banned by the Nazis due to its homoerotic 
content and the depiction of an interracial 
liaison between a black man and a German 
woman.  Later described as an early magical 
realist, Friedo Lampe (1899–1945) was a 
disabled gay writer who somehow survived the 
Third Reich only to be tragically shot six days 
before the end of the War by Russian soldiers 
who mistook him for a member of the SS.   
 
This is the first appearance of anything by 
Lampe in English.    
 
On the background, see Christian Klein, Schreiben im Schatten: 
homoerotische Literatur im Nationalsozialismus (Hamburg, 2000), pp. 
150–161.  Also my article ‘“I never have any luck with my books.”  Friedo 
Lampe: Uncollected Authors LIX’, The Book Collector, Summer 2016, 
pp. 259–268. 
 
 
MANUSCRIPT CATALOGUE OF A BUDDING MEDICAL LIBRARY 
 
24. [LIBRARIES.]  Manuscript library catalogue in French, 
c.1820s. 
 
12mo (178 × 107 mm), pp. [26], 28; some light finger-soiling; the leaves 
untrimmed; modern wrappers.   $500 
 
An early nineteenth-century library catalogue detailing the contents of 
what appears to be a carefully constructed, if modest, collection of 
medical and scientific works.  The books have been catalogued first 



 
 

alphabetically, then by volume, showing the owner evidently had them 
bound uniformly in 68 volumes. 
 
Topics include women’s health (Jean Astruc’s Traité des maladies des 
femmes and an early French translation of John Fothergill’s Of the 
management proper at the cessation of the menses); the treatment of 
fevers (J. Curry’s Réflexions sur la nature des fièvres); natural history 
(Nicolas-Gabriel Le Clerc’s Histoire naturelle de l’homme, and Pons 
Augustin Alletz’s Histoire des singes et autres animaux curieux); and 
chemistry (Antoine François Fourcroy’s Philosophie chimique).  Also 
included is Catalogue de la bibliothèque de feu M. Burette, the printed 
catalogue of physician and antiquarian Pierre-Jean Burette. 
 
 
LIBRARIES FOR THE PEOPLE 
 
25. [LIBRARIES.]  [Drop-head title:] Décret de la Convention 
Nationale, du 8.e jour de Pluviôse, an second de la République 
Française … relatif à l’établissement de bibliothèques publiques 
dans les districts.  [Colophon:] A Paris, de l’Imprimerie Nationale 
Exécutive du Louvre.  An II.e de la République [1794]. 
 
4to (256 × 208 mm), pp. 4; uncut, some marginal 
browning, fore-edge a little ragged from old 
waterstain, a few wormholes in places, affecting 
a couple of letters only (sense easily 
recoverable), unbound as issued.   $300 
 
Following the French Revolution, the fledgling 
nation gave great importance to libraries, and 
made ambitious plans to make available to the 
people the millions of books confiscated from 
those who had fled, and religious institutions.  
The National Convention set up a vast network 
of warehouses, or dépôts littéraires, to store 
them, and created municipal libraries in every 
département (Camp, p. 172).  The present 
decree marks the transformation of many of the 
dépôts into libraries, the beginnings of the 
French public library system. 
 
See John F. Camp, ‘Libraries and the 
organization of universities in France, 1789–
1881’, The Library Quarterly, vol. 51, no. 2 
(1981), pp. 170–191. 



 
 

 

 
26. LOBANOV, A. N.  Kirpichnyi shrift [Block script].  Moskva – 
1938. 
 
Oblong 4to (190 × 322 mm), ff. [1], 3, plus 5 plates (three of which 
printed in blue and black); crease to lower corner; original printed 
wrappers, a little dust-soiled and creased, short tear to spine at foot.  
 $575 
 
First edition, published by the Moscow Institute of Engineers in 
Geodesy, Aerial Photography and Cartography, and dedicated to the 
Motherland on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the All-Union 
Leninist Young Communist League (Komsomol).  The author, who 
taught at the Moscow Topographical Technical College, explains in 
detail the so-called ‘block [lit. “brick”] script’, as used on plans, maps, 
and aerial photographs or for labels on printer’s proofs, giving precise 
rules for the dimension of the letter forms themselves.  The plates 
illustrate the letter forms with concrete examples, both from lettering on 
maps as well as quotations from Lenin and Stalin. 
 
Not found in WorldCat. 
 
 
 



 
 

 
POPULAR PRINTS, ALTERED AND ADORNED  
 
27. [MARQUETERIE DE PAILLE.]  Straw marquetry 
box.  Perhaps England, early 1800s. 
 
Small rectangular box (53 × 77 × 36 mm) decorated with small 
squares of green, red (now faded), and natural straw, two 
cloth-hinged compartments and small drawer (silk pull 
sometime renewed), with a mirror, now somewhat spotted, 
inside the lid, the remaining three planes with small hand-
coloured etched images, each with accompanying slip of 
letterpress, all mounted under glass (minor scratching), the 
drawer with an etched and engraved maxim, hand-coloured, 
also under glass; small points of wear or loss to extremities 
and drawer, a little dust-soiling externally, but in excellent 
condition overall.   $3500 
 
A rare survival: an intricate straw marquetry box, double-
hinged in two sections, with a drawer beneath, each 
compartment featuring contemporary hand-coloured prints 
and letterpress text, cut out and mounted under glass.  The 
box itself has been constructed from card, then covered with tiny pieces 
of straw (marqueterie de paille), in two colours, to create a woven 
appearance.  The texts the maker has used relate to love, and wine. 
 

This is a charming and skilful 
example of straw marquetry, best 
known—in Britain at least—in the 
work of French prisoners of war, who 
made such trinkets to generate 
revenue for clothing and food.  
Napoleonic-era prisons such as 
Norman Cross near Peterborough 
(the world’s first POW camp) were 

known for producing ‘both officially sanctioned products that could be 
exchanged internally and sold at the east gate market, and illicit 
products that had to be smuggled out of the camp for sale … A large 
number of items sold to local people or given to camp staff have 
survived; a substantial collection of over 250 bone and over 150 straw 
marquetry items is housed at Peterborough Museum’ (Mytum and Hall, 
Prisoners of Wars: Archaeology, Memory, and Heritage of 19th and 20th 
Century Mass Internment, pp. 87–88). 
 
The present example resembles the various boxes in the Norman Cross 
Collection at Peterborough Museum.  To begin, ‘the straw was split and 



 
 

flattened, then glued into place on thin paper on which the design had 
been drawn. This was then glued to a wooden carcase, which was 
usually covered first with a thicker paper. The maker could divide the 
straw into two, four or more strips, depending on the fineness needed for 
the design.  Colour could be added to the surface with various 
varnishes, which also enhanced the glossy appearance of the 
marquetry. Straw marquetry was most suitable for small objects …  
Because straw work is very fragile, it is rare for pieces to survive in good 
condition’ (V&A website). 
 
 
FABLES FOR WOMEN, OWNED (AND COLOURED?) BY A WOMAN 
 
28. [MOORE, Edward].  Fables for the Female Sex.  The second 
Edition.  London: Printed for R. Francklin … 1746. 
 
8vo (189 × 121 mm), pp. [8], 173, with etched frontispiece (nearly 
detached, traces of glue to verso; some offset from the colouring onto 
the title), title vignette and 17 plates, all hand-coloured; title printed in red 
and black; some light browning and finger-soiling, gathering B partially 
sprung, edges a bit ragged in places, contemporary calf, spine gilt in 
compartments, red morocco lettering-piece; rubbed with corners worn, 
boards a little marked, headcap chipped; early ink ownership signature 
(‘Alethea Brereton’) and modern bookplate of Beresford Jones to front 
pastedown.   $1500 
 
Second edition (first 1744), with the plates 
delightfully hand-coloured.  This particular 
book of fables, in the style of Gay, proved 
quite popular, going through more than a 
dozen editions before the end of the century.  
Alethea Brereton (1727/8–1752), a young 
Cheshire clergyman’s wife, who may have 
been responsible for colouring the plates 
here, would have been 21 at the time this 
edition was published.  Three years later, she 
would give birth to a daughter, Alethea 
Brereton Lewis (1749–1827), a friend of 
Crabbe, who would go on to write several 
novels anonymously and under the penname 
Eugenia de Acton.  Lessons of virtue and 
morality populate the novels, as do her strong 
views on sexual difference (Feminist 
Companion to English Literature, p. 656). 
 
Foxon M427. 



 
 

 
29. THE NEW CARICATURE Dance Fan for 1794 …  [London:] 
Publish’d … Novr 10th 1793 by Stokes, Scott & Croskey. 
 
Etched fan-leaf (c.220 × 450 mm), a little chipped and browned along 
the edges, two larger chips to lower edge, affecting ornamental border; 
creased where previously folded on fan-sticks, sometime removed and 
pasted to a leaf of paper, with slight loss in places; still in very good 
condition overall.   $1750 
 
The fan depicts fourteen dancing couples in a frieze along the top, with 
the music and dance steps to fourteen popular dances printed beneath, 
including ‘O Dear what can the Matter be’ (an early appearance: it was 
first published in 1792), ‘Dutchess of Gordons Reel’, and ‘The Musicians 
Flight to America’. 

 
Stokes, Scott & Croskey, of Friday Street (south east of St Paul’s), 
produced three fans and at least one print, 1792–4, but we cannot find 
out anything else about them.  They are listed in neither ESTC, nor the 
British Book Trade Index. 
 
Schreiber 51.  Not found in BUCEM, RISM, COPAC, ESTC, or 
WorldCat. 
 
 



 
 

FOR BUDDING LITTLE ARTISTS 
APPARENTLY UNRECORDED 
 
30. [PAINTING.]  Weihnachtsgeschenk für junge Zeichner und 
Mahler zum Unterricht und zur Uebung in der Zeichenkunst.  Mit 
zwanzig Kupfern.  Quedlinburg, 1794.  Bei Friedrich Joseph Ernst. 
 
Oblong 8vo (129 × 152 mm) in half-sheets, pp. 32; with 20 etched and 
engraved plates (some signed ‘Fr. Schlüter’) at the end; some spotting in 
places; contemporary green paper boards tooled gilt, sunned and 
rubbed.   $1600 
 

First edition of a book to help 
teach children how to draw and 
paint.  Aimed at the Christmas 
market, it specifically targets 
those children who wish to 
draw, but who have little 
opportunity to be taught and 
thus try to teach themselves.  
The preface notes that such a 
method, by trial and error, can 
take a long time, and the book 
attempts to help the young 
artist in her/his efforts.  
Materials are discussed at 
length (English pencils are the 
best, one notes) and 

techniques explained, with reference to the plates at the end of the book. 
 
Not found in KVK, VD18, or WorldCat. 
 
 
ART 101, IN VERSE 
 
31. [PAINTING.]  The Painter’s Primer; in familiar Rhyme, 
without Notes … by an experienced Artist.  Oxford: Printed by N. 
Bliss, for Messrs. Macgavins, London.  1810. 
 
8vo (173 × 114 mm), pp. [2], 43, [1], with engraved frontispiece ‘Invented 
& Drawn by the Author’ and engraved by James Girtin, London; some 
light marginal browning and occasional light soiling, later dark quarter 
cloth and paper sides, rubbed with wear to extremities, front pastedown 
partially scraped away, Japanese paper repairs to both hinges, some 



 
 

pencil markings and annotations, ownership signatures and inscriptions 
to frontispiece recto and title-page recto.   $475 
 
First and only edition.  Addressed to the amateur artist, the poem relates 
fundamental skills and concepts including drawing shapes (‘Begin with 
simple lines to form your hand, / Of levels and uprights obtain command; 
/ then oblique lines in all directions draw, / And curves—the origin of 
beauty’s law’, p. 4); embracing the asymmetry of nature (‘By rows of 
trees, I do not mean strait rows; / But nature, beauteous, varying, as it 
flows’, p. 6); choosing materials (‘Let black lead pencil at the first suffice, 
/ For all beginners want it well supplies; Then try various chalks, red, 
black, and white, / On colour’d paper, suited to your sight; / A pale 
French grey most artists recommend, / On which both black and white 
do sweetly blend’, p. 13); and colour theory (‘Strong reds and yellows, or 
rich glowing browns, / Are those which take the pictures foremost 
ground. / Blues, greens, and purples, are more cool and shy, / The paler 
they [are] the more they leave the eye’, p. 31).  
 
Jackson, p. 342. 
 
 
32. [PAINTING.]  Mr Taylors Method of coloring.  Ryde, Sept 
1838. 
 
4to bifolium (234 × 186 mm), manuscript on first page only; some light 
marginal browning, one small blue inkspot to final leaf verso.   $220 
 
This appears to be a student’s crib-sheet for which colours to use for 
different elements of a given painting, according (perhaps) to his or her 
teacher’s method.  ‘After making the sketch, the paper is to be wetted all 
over.  Then put in cobalt.  Taking more care of the shape of the white left 
than of the color put in.’  The foreground, for example, should use 
‘Indigo’ for blue, ‘Lake’ for red, and ‘Sienna’ for yellow; clouds require 
cobalt and ochre; and earth should be painted using ‘Indigo’, ‘Lake’, and 
‘B[urn]t Sienna’.  A lovely example of a nineteenth-century artist 
engaging with colour theory. 
 
A full transcription is available on request. 
 
 
33. PASQUALI, Nicolò.  The Art of Fingering the Harpsichord.  
Illustrated with Examples in Notes.  To which is added, an 
approved Method of Tuning that Instrument …  Edinburgh: Printed 
for Rob. Bremner, the Assigney of Sig. Pasquali, and sold at his 
Music-Shop … [c.1757/8]. 



 
 

 
Oblong folio (255 × 350 mm), pp. vii, [1], 28, with 15 pp. of engraved 
music interpolated throughout the letterpress text, which is largely 
printed on folded half-sheets; some staining, dust-soiling, and other 
marks, small section of title torn away, edges a little ragged, sometime 
strengthened with Japanese paper, small wormhole in lower margin 
towards the end; stitched in the original drab wrappers, pen trials and 
staining to front cover, lower cover sometime replaces with card; early 
inscription to title-page (‘Newport’).   $1950 
 
Rare first edition; others followed in London.  ‘Having purchased the 
whole musical Effects of the Author after his Decease, this Work was 
found amongst them, ready for the Press, and is presented to the Public 
without any Alteration’ (publisher’s preface). 
 

 
According to Burney, Pasquali (c.1718–1757) came to London from Italy 
about 1743 ‘and from then on was extremely active in the three main 
British musical centres.  He spent the period 1748–9 in Dublin, where he 
produced an oratorio, Noah, and a masque, The Temple of Peace.  
By 1750 he was back in London, returning to Dublin in 1751.  
From October 1752 onwards he lived in Edinburgh, where he led the 
orchestras at both the Canongate Theatre and the Musical Society, 
wrote and acted in a “whimsical Farce” entitled The Enraged 
Musician (based on Hogarth’s print), and composed, among other 



 
 

works, a Stabat mater which continued to be performed in Edinburgh 
after his death’ (New Grove). 
 
Much of Pasquali’s music is now lost.  The present work ‘covers the first 
principles of playing the harpsichord but contains little on the first 
principles of musical notation.  In this respect it differs from the vast 
majority of keyboard tutors published in Britain between 1714–1830 …  
The first edition was published at 3 shillings and was reissued by 
Bremner from his London establishment about 1760 (US: DLC, copy of 
Thomas Jefferson).  There were other issues in London by Welcker, 
Preston, Longman & Broderip, and A. Hamilton and in Dublin by 
Edmund Lee’ (Kassler, p. 820).   
 
RISM P 993 and Écrits, p. 638.  For another work on the harpsichord, 
see item 3. 
 
 
‘BOTH APPALLING AND REFRESHING’ 
 
34. PURCELL, Henry, et al.  THE CATCH CLUB or Merry 
Companions being a Choice Collection of the most Diverting 
Catches for Three and Four Voices Compos’d by the late Mr. 
Henry Purcell Dr. Blow &c.  1st part …  London Printed for I: Walsh 
Servant to His Majesty … [1733].  [Bound with:] 
 
The Second Book of the Catch Club or Merry Companions 
being a choice Collection of the most diverting Catches for three 
and four Voices compos’d by the late Mr. Henry Purcell Dr. Blow 
&c.  2nd part …  London Printed for and sold by I: Walsh Musick 
Printer and Instrument maker to His Majesty … [1733]. 
 
2 parts in one vol., oblong 4to (167 × 228 mm), pp. [2], 48; [4], 48; 
entirely engraved; some page numbers cropped, else a very good copy 
in contemporary reversed calf, panelled in blind, a little surface wear, a 
couple of corners worn, spine chipped at extremities, but very good; 
remains of label to upper board, lettered ‘Charles Lamb, Beauport’ in 
ms. ink, armorial label to front pastedown.   $4750 
 
First edition, second issue, in which the plates from the first issue 
(c.1725; no copy seemingly extant) have been amended so that the title-
page to the first part reads ‘Compos’d by the late Mr. Henry Purcell Dr. 
Blow &c.’ (rather than ‘Compos’d by the most Eminent Masters of the 
Age’) and the names of John and Joseph Hare, having died in the 
interim, have been erased from the imprint.  The second part recycles 
material from the folio Jovial Companions or Merry Club, which Walsh, in 



 
 

partnership with his brother-in-law Peter Randall, had published in 1709 
(Smith 303). 

 
The collection brings together songs by a range of English Baroque 
composers— the vast majority by Purcell (‘with over fifty pieces, almost 
his entire printed output in the genre’, Newman; no other composer 
wrote half as many), but Aldrich, Blow, Clarke, Eccles, Henry Hall, 
Michael Wise etc. are also represented—and it is interesting to see that 
their music remained popular long after most of them had died.  Many of 
these composers are remembered today for their church music, or 
perhaps what they wrote for the stage, but here we see another side to 
their output: the catch.  ‘The essential characteristic of the genre is its 
humour: catches were a celebration of irresponsible male leisure time, 
spent out of reach of the demands of women and children.  Their words 
are usually on such subjects as drink, tobacco, music, different trades 
and their shortcomings, poor service in taverns and, especially, sex in its 
most ridiculous and least mentionable forms, the bodily functions of 
women being described with schoolboyish gusto’ (New Grove).  
Drinking, smoking, and sex are certainly well covered here: ‘A Catch in 
Praise of White Wine’, ‘A Catch upon Small Beer’, ‘A Catch on Tobacco 
sung by 4 Men while smoaking their Pipes’, ‘My man John [had a thing 
that was long]’—something of a classic—by John Eccles (Master of the 
King’s Music under four monarchs), and Purcell’s ‘Once, twice, thrice I 
Julia try’d, the scornful Puss as oft deny’d, / and since I can no better 
thrive, I’ll cringe to ne’er a Bitch alive, / so kiss my Ar– disdainful Sow, 
good Claret is my mistress now.’  But it is not all bawdy.  There are 
songs on military victories (e.g. ‘Catch on the Battle at Hailbron’, ‘A 
Catch on the modern Courage and Conduct of the French’), and others 
offer an insight into particular lives lived, whether ‘A Rebus on Mr 
Anthony Hall, who keeps the Maremaid Tavern in Oxford, & plays his 



 
 

Part very well on the Violin’ (by Purcell) or ‘A Catch on Mr. Jery Clarke’s 
[i.e. the composer, Jeremiah Clarke] old Dog Spott.’ 
 
‘The tone of the Catch Club is a reflection of the London Clubs of the 
late seventeenth century—the heavy drinking at the punchbowl, the 
rough bawdy humor that makes many a modern locker-room anecdote 
seem pale and gutless, the male swagger celebrating its “freedom” from 
the scolding tongue of Xantippe at home, the bluff patriotic and political 
sentiments, and the verve with which all manner of nonsense songs are 
cultivated (bell imitations, mock epitaphs, hymns to tobacco, cats’ 
choruses).  No doubt the eighteenth-century clubman found this material 
to his taste … 
 
‘Rummaging through the bawdy catches is both appalling and 
refreshing.  Even our prolonged immersion in Freudian notions and our 
postwar tradition of the frankly prurient novel does not prepare us for the 
shocking ease with which Purcell and his colleagues sang the age-old 
words … [but] the prominent position of the Catch Club in the story of 
bawdy music is not its only claim to significance.  For various reasons, 
prudery among them, the catch genre has been undervalued.  Purcell’s 
canons have been gutted by the milk-and-water bowdlerizations that 
replace the original texts in his complete works …  A more modern view 
might concur with Charles Burney’s verdict that Purcell “seems hardly 
ever to have been equalled in the wit, pleasantry, and contrivance of his 
Catches’ (Joel Newman, forward to the Da Capo facsimile edition, 
1965).   
 
Purcell’s catches—63 in all—were not anthologized complete and 
unbowlderized until Paul Hillier’s The Catch Book for OUP in 1987. 
 
BUCEM, p. 172; RISM Recueils, pp. 122–3; Smith & Humphries 339.   
 
 
FOR CLANDESTINE CIRCULATION 
 
35. PUSHKIN, Aleksandr Sergeevich.  Gavriliada.  (Snovidenie) 
A. S. Pushkina.  (Gawriliada von Puschkin.) [The Gabrieliad. (A 
dream) by A. S. Pushkin]. ‘Tsar’grad: Simonides i Ko.’ [i.e. Leipzig, 
E. L. Kasprowicz, between 1889 and 1904]. 
 
12mo (120 × 80 mm), pp. 23, [1]; printed on pink paper; twentieth-
century marbled paper boards, the original upper printed wrapper 
(restored and partially adhered to title-page) bound in.   $4000 
 



 
 

An extremely rare edition of Pushkin’s 
‘Gavriliada’, printed in Germany (in Weimar 
by G. Uschmann) for clandestine circulation 
in Russia.  The Polish publisher Erazm 
Lukasz Kasprowicz (1835–1922) was 
engaged by Brockhaus in Leipzig in 1859, 
where he founded the Bibliothek Russischer 
Autoren in 1861, and opened his own 
‘Slavische Buchhandlung’ in the city in 
1864.  At that time Saxony was known for 
its liberal censorship, and Kasprowicz 
specialised in publishing texts which had 
been suppressed by the Russian censors, 
and smuggling them back into Russia 
where they circulated illegally.  The text of 
the present edition is apparently based on 
the (equally rare) edition printed in 
Geneva(?) in 1889, which has a few small 
omissions but is not heavily censored. 
 
Pushkin wrote his blasphemous parody of the Annunciation in 1821.  It 
was too scurrilous to be published during his lifetime, and it circulated 
anonymously in manuscript until, in 1828, it came to the attention of Tsar 
Nicholas I.  A retired staff-captain V. F. Mitkov was arrested for reading 
the poem to his servants, and Pushkin was ordered to appear before the 
military governor-general of St Petersburg.  Pushkin initially denied 
having written the poem, but the work was known to be his, and he was 
obliged to write a letter to the Tsar confessing and expressing contrition, 
to avoid a second period in exile. 
 
‘Far from Jerusalem lives the beautiful Mary, whose “secret flower” “Her 
lazy husband with his old spout / In the mornings fails to water”.  God 
sees her, and, falling in love, sends the archangel Gabriel down to 
announce this to her.  Before Gabriel arrives, Satan appears in the guise 
of a snake; then, turning into a handsome man, seduces her.  Gabriel 
interrupts them; the two fight; Satan, vanquished by a bite “in that fatal 
spot / (Superfluous in almost every fight) / That haughty member, with 
which the devil sinned”, limps off, and his place and occupation are 
assumed by Gabriel.  After his departure, as Mary is lying 
contemplatively on her bed, a white dove – God, in disguise – flies in at 
the window, and, despite her resistance, has its way with her. 
 

Tired Mary 
Thought: “What goings-on! 
One, two, three! – how can they keep it up? 
I must say, it’s been a busy time: 



 
 

I’ve been had in one and the same day 
By Satan, an Archangel and by God.”’  
(T. J. Binyon, Pushkin, pp. 138–9). 

 
The poem was first published in a collection of Russian poetry in London 
in 1861; its first printing in Russia was a censored version in 1907, 
followed by the full poem in 1917.  
 
WorldCat records copies at the New York Public Library, Harvard, and 
Temple University (giving the place of publication as Istanbul). 
 
 
36. QUAGLIA, Ferdinando.  Le Père La Chaise ou recueil de 
dessins aux traits et dans leurs justes proportions, des principaux 
monumens de ce cimetière.  Dessigné lithographie et publié par 
Quaglia ancien peintre attaché à S. M. feue l’Impératrice 
Joséphine … [Paris:] Chez l’auteur … Ledoyen … A. Estre … 
Guéry … Bouchev … [c.1832]. 
 

4to (227 × 255 mm), ff. 21; Quaglia’s 
stamp of authentication to title; a 
little marginal dust-soiling, small 
stain to lower right-hand corner of ff. 
7–21; pencil sketches and markings 
to a couple blank versos; disbound, 
a protective blank leaf sometime 
added at the end and wrapped 
round the spine, loose in old stiff-
paper wrappers, roan spine, rubbed 
and marked, spine leather starting, 
remains of old label.   $2000 
 
Rare first edition, published by the 
author himself, ‘a remarkable artist’ 
(Benezit).  Born in Piacenza, 
Quaglia (1780–1853) had settled in 
Paris in 1805, ‘where he became a 
protégé of the Empress Josephine 
and was part of her household.  In 
1814 he painted an excellent portrait 
of the Empress, now in the Wallace 

Collection in London.  He showed at the Salon in Paris (1808, 1812, and 
1814) and was awarded medals from 1817 to 1822, and in 1824’ (ibid.).   
 



 
 

The great Père Lachaise cemetery had been opened the year before 
Quaglia arrived in Paris, 1804, ‘after an urgent stop had been put on 
further burials in the overflowing city cemeteries and churchyards, and to 
be interred in Père-Lachaise quickly became the ultimate symbol of 
riches and success’ (Baillie & Salmon).  The graves of the famous 
(Molière, La Fontaine, Abelard and Heloise) are featured in the present 
work alongside some of the grander family tombs, all neatly recorded in 
line drawings by Quaglia and printed by Jules Desportes, ‘a lithographic 
printer of note who founded and managed the first lithographic trade 
journal, Le Lithographe, journal des artistes et des imprimeurs (Paris 
and Rotterdam, 1837–48) … [and] exercised an important influence on 
French lithography in the 1830s and 1840s’ (Twyman, Early 
Lithographed Books, pp. 263–4). 
 
WorldCat locates 4 copies outside Europe (Getty, Penn, University of 
New Orleans, Historic New Orleans Collection). 
 
 
VERY RARE VERSE ON THE BOURBON RESTORATION 
 
37. ROMANCE HISTORIQUE, ou sont esquissés les faits les plus 
marquants de la Révolution, précédée et suivie de pieces de vers 
relatives à la Révolution et à la Restauration; par Mr. P. A. Mt. Sy. 
Anc. Cap. d’Inf. au Régt. D’Angoumaois, sous les règnes de Louis 
XV et Louis XVI.  Saint-Dizier, Imprimerie de Fournier-Mérigaut.  
1825. 
 
8vo (198 × 118 mm), pp. [4], 173, [1], with printed cancel slips (one 
loose) to pp. 33 and 80; some light browning and spotting to first few 
leaves; some insignificant worming to front pastedown, free endpaper, 
and lower margin of title; pp. 3–5 a little creased, slightly sprung; 
contemporary polished tree sheep, a couple small marks or indentations 
to boards, spine gilt with black morocco label, head and tail chipped but 
still a nice copy.   $700 
 
First (and apparently only) edition.  An exceedingly rare book of fiery 
provincial verse, whose author ‘n’a eû d’autre intention que celle 
d’exprimer sa haîne constante pour la révolution, comme son amour 
aussi respecteux qu’invariable pour ses rois légitimes et leur auguste 
famille’ (Avant-Propos). 
 
The main poem, radiating pride for the Bourbons and detestation for 
their opponents in equal measure, is accompanied by a host of smaller, 
similarly themed poems: ‘A Bonaparte, après l’assassinat du Duc 
d’Enguien’; ‘Sur le premier retour des Bourbons, en 1814’; ‘Stances pour 



 
 

la fête du roi, jour de Saint-Louis, 25 Aout 1814’; ‘Stances pour 
Monseigneur le Duc de Berru, a son passage a Saint-Dizier, en octobre 
1814’; ‘Stances pour Monsieur, frère du roi, a son passage a Saint-
Dizier, en novembre 1814’; ‘Couplets sur les chambres dissoutes au 
retour du roi’; ‘Stances en l’honneur du roi et de la famille royale, a 
l’occasion du marriage de S.A.R. le Duc de Berri’; ‘Remises a Mgnr le 
Duc d’Angoulême, a son passage a Saint-Dizier, avec un mémoire pour 
demander la crois de Saint-Louis’; ‘Stances sur le sacre presume du roi’; 
‘Sur l’élection et le rejet de Grégoire’; ‘Sur l’assassinat de Mgnr le Duc de 
Berri’; ‘Sur la naissance de Mgnr le Duc de Bordeaux’; and ‘Couplets sur 
le baptême de S.A.R. Mgnr le Duc de Bordeaux’. 
 
The Catalogue collectif de France locates a sole copy, at Chalons-en-
Champagne (c.40 miles northwest of St Dizier), to which WorldCat lists 1 
copy only, at Basel.  Not in the BnF catalogue. 
 
 
WHAT BOOKS TO HAVE IN ONE’S LIBRARY 
 
38. ROTHE, Immanuel Vertraugott.  Die Kunst, sich eine 
Bibliothek zu sammlen [sic] und zu ordnen; oder systematisches 
Verzeichniss der besten Schriften aus allen Wissenschaften und 
Künsten.  Ein Versuch zum Gebrauch für Studirende, junge 
Gelehrte und Dilettanten …  Ronneburg, 1798. in der 
Schumann’schen Buchhandlung, Leipzig, bey J. Ambr. Barth. 
 
8vo (177 × 105 mm), pp. xxxvi, 508; light foxing to title, intermittent 
spotting elsewhere; contemporary half calf, paper sides decorated in 
imitation of tree calf; from the Schloss Eferding library, with its usual 
stamp to the front free endpaper.   $1250 
 
First edition, published by the young August Schumann (1773–1826), 
father of Robert Schumann, the composer.  At that time, he had a shop 
in Ronneburg, Thuringia, though Rothe writes his preface from over 300 
miles further east, in the tiny village of Sohra, near Görlitz.   
 
‘It is acknowledged that we need books and writings.  They are at once 
necessary and indispensable’ (p. [v], our translation).  The compiler goes 
on to present a catalogue of books, along with references to reviews and 
prices, he considers worth having, from the history of printing to 
literature, via philology, classical studies, archaeology, geography, 
astronomy, history, biography, philosophy, metaphysics, pedagogy, 
politics, military science, agri- and viticulture, animal husbandry, 
technology, cooking, dyeing, printing, mathematics, chemistry, zoology, 



 
 

botany, the fine arts, dance, poetry, drama, opera, medicine, and 
theology.   
 
British authors cited include Addison, Blair, Boswell, Ferguson, Gibbon, 
Goldsmith, Hume, Johnson, Milton, Pope, Richardson, Shakespeare, 
Sterne, and Swift. 
 
WorldCat locates no copies outside Germany. 
 
 
CALLIGRAPHIC DRAWING 
 
39. [ROUSSEAU.]  Pensée de J.J. 
Rousseau.  Fait à la plume, par Bedos, rue 
de la Maison-Carrée, No 7, à Nismes, Prix 2 
francs [after 1806]. 
 
Pen-and-ink drawing (300 × 221 mm); some 
light marginal browning with one or two marks, 
a small piece of lower right-hand corner torn 
away.   $100 
 
A lovely calligraphic drawing of Rousseau after 
the famous Ermenonville image, accompanied 
by a lengthy quote from the philosopher.  The 
artist, Vincent Bedos (dates unknown) of 
Nîmes, produced at least one other near-
identical drawing, complete with quote, which is 
now held by the Musée National de l’Éducation 
in Rouen.  On that copy he refers to himself as 
an ‘écrivain public’ (i.e. copyist) and interpreter 
from English and Italian.  He produced a similar 
drawing of Voltaire.  Both images appear to 
have been copied from prints engraved by one Madame Lamothe after 
the original by Georg Friedrich Meyer (cf. Girardin, Iconographie de 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, p. 23) in an attempt to make some money on 
the side.   
 
 
FROM THE ENGLISH PRESS AT PARIS 
 
40. SAINT-PIERRE, Bernardin de.  Paul and Virginia.  
Translated from the French … by Helen Maria Williams, author of 
Letters on the French Revolution, Julia a novel, Poems, 
&c.   [Paris: John Hurford Stone at the English Press,] 1795. 



 
 

 
8vo (218 × 137 mm) in half-sheets, 
pp. [2], viii, [2], 9–274; with 6 
stipple-engraved plates after 
Dutailly, each with original paper 
guards, bound without final blank; 
printed on a mixed paper stock with 
some gatherings of tinted paper; 
occasional light spotting, lower 
corner of B1 torn away, other 
leaves in the gathering slightly 
sprung, offsetting from the turn-ins 
at the beginning and the end; 
contemporary calf, gilt, green 
morocco spine label, marbled 
endpapers; scratches to upper and 
lower boards, rubbed, corners 
worn, spine chipped at head and 
tail.   $1400 
 
First edition of this translation, a 
rare imprint from the English Press 
at Paris.  The origin of this book 
has caused bibliographers some 
trouble with its apparently English 
typography and use of catchwords.  
Its true origin has been identified by 

John Bidwell of the Morgan Library, who writes in its online catalogue: 
‘Given the French origins of the paper, type, plates and binding, and the 
quality of the typesetting, this edition was printed in Paris, almost 
certainly at the English Press of the expatriate radical John Hurford 
Stone, who was living with Helen Maria Williams at this time’ (see 
Madeleine B. Stern, ‘The English Press in Paris and its successors’, 
PBSA 74 (1980), 307–389). 
 
The type is indeed of ultimate English origin, being cast from 
Baskerville’s punches by the Dépôt des caractères de Baskerville in 
Paris, established by Beaumarchais in 1791 and closed c.1795–6.  
Beaumarchais (who considered Baskerville a genius) purchased the 
bulk of the Birmingham printer’s punches from his widow after his death 
(John Dreyfus, ‘The Baskerville punches 1750–1950’, The Library, 5th 
series 5 (1951), 26–48; also cited by Bidwell). 
 
Helen Maria Williams was a central member of an important group of 
English radicals who had settled in Paris after the Revolution which 
included Mary Wollstonecraft, William Godwin, and Thomas Paine.  She 



 
 

formed an association with the radical printer Stone, who divorced his 
wife in 1794 and was possibly secretly married to Williams that year.  
Paul and Virginia was translated at the height of the Terror, when 
Williams was imprisoned in the Couvent des Anglaises on account of the 
war between England and France.  Stone’s English Press remained 
active throughout these years in the Rue de Vaugirard, successfully 
printing works by authors such as Paine and Joel Barlow. 
 
Cohen–de Ricci 932 (specifying 5 plates only; not all copies in ESTC 
have them); Garside, Raven & Schöwerling 1788: 71n. 
 
 
41. [TYPE SPECIMEN.]  Obraztsy shriftov i ukrashenii [Type 
specimens and ornaments] … [Moskva:] Tipografiia “Proletarskoe 
slovo” [1922].  
 
8vo (249 × 172 mm), pp. [8], 3–154, [8], 155–[156]; chromolithographed 
title, printed in silver and red; browning due to paper stock, with some 
leaves now a little brittle; section of the fore-edge of pp. 17–18 missing 
(largely affecting the printed border only), some pencil marks; original 
printed boards, cloth spine and corners, rubbed.   $950 
 
An early Soviet type specimen book, produced by the firm 
‘Proletarskoe slovo’ (‘The Proletarian Word’) for 
Mospoligraf, the second of the state-owned trusts in the 
capital for the printing industry.  It had only been set up 
earlier in the year, and by the middle of the year 
comprised nine print shops (see Diane P. Koenker, 
Republic of Labor: Russian Printers and Soviet Socialism, 
1918–1930, p. 111). 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 
Despite the name of the printers, and the presence of the hammer and 
sickle on the front cover here, the contents represent perhaps the final 
flowering of art nouveau typography in Russian book design.  
Proletarskoe slovo offers hundreds of sinuous letter forms—both regular 
book-size and poster type—and type ornaments, all presented within 
attractive decorative colour-printed borders.  What we think of as typical 
Russian typography of the Twenties, avant garde and angular, was yet 
to come. 
 
Not found in WorldCat. 
 
 
42. [TYPE SPECIMEN.]  PISAREVSKII, David Abramovich.  
Shrifty i ikh postroenie [Typefaces and their formation] …  Izdanie 
avtora Leningrad 1927. 
 
Oblong 4to (174 × 260 mm), pp. 167, [1]; some pages printed in colour; 
leaves browned due to paper stock, small stain at head of first few 
leaves; original printed wrappers, a little chipped, spine partially 
defective, final section and rear cover loose.   $750 
 
First (and only) edition, privately printed.  ‘A handbook on fonts, all 
designed by Leningrad graphic artists and intended for manual (vs. 
mechanical) reproduction.  Instructions are accompanied by fifty-eight 



 
 

sample typefaces’ (Cotsen).  I can find out very little about the author, 
other than he also wrote books on calligraphy, bookkeeping, and 
stenography. 

 
The Cotsen copy is described as being in publisher’s brown cloth gilt; 
the present copy shows that the book was also issued in wrappers.  
WorldCat locates one further copy, at Ocean State Libraries, RI. 
 

 
 
POETRY BY THE BLIND, FOR THE BLIND 
 
43. V TMÁCH.  Sbírka desíti básní slepých autorů [In the dark.  
A collection of ten poems by blind authors] …  Tiskem a nákladem 
Podpůrného spolku samostatných slepců Brno … [1930s]. 
 
8vo (230 × 160 mm) ff. [23], printed in embossed type; original thick 
paper wrappers, coming away from book block, embossed with the title 
and a sun motif; wrappers a little darkened (from dust-soiling), edges 
and corners a little worn, short tears to head and tail of spine.   $400 
 
A fascinating collection of ten poems by blind authors, many of them 
women, on the subject of blindness, produced to raise awareness and 
support for the blind community, and to encourage donations for the 



 
 

Support League of the Independent Blind in Brno.  The embossed type 
used is similar to the ‘prick type’ employed in the nineteenth century, but 
without piercing the paper. 
 
WorldCat records 2 copies, at the Czech National Library, and 
Staatsbibliothek Berlin. 
 
 
HOMEMADE CHILDREN’S BOOK 
 
44. THE VEILED FAIRY.  To Eileen[,] Christmas. 1917.  from 
Mother.  [?Perhaps Scotland, 1917.] 
 
Small 4to (178 × 127 mm), neat manuscript on 11 pieces of card, written 
on rectos only; hand-illustrated in ink and white gouache, some light 
marginal browning, yellow string ties attaching book block to case 
binding with some wear around the holes, contemporary red quarter 
roan, title in white gouache to upper cover; a little rubbed, spine torn at 
head.   $700 
 

An apparently unpublished story written 
and illustrated by a mother for her 
young daughter.  The story revolves 
around a veiled fairy who builds a home 
for children, where they ‘lived and 
played all day among the broken “bric-
a-brac”, and made mud-pies, and ate 
the orchard apples and were so happy’.  
The children, distraught they must go to 
school, are encouraged by the fairy who 
promises to remove her veil and reveal 
her name, but only once they ‘learn to 
construe the prettiest, sweetest, oldest, 
newest, biggest, tiniest & most babyish 
Verb in your own Mother-tongue’, and 
that if they ‘hold her hand tight’, she will 
fly with them ‘over chimney-tops, & 
railways, & all ugly things’ to bring them 
home again.  They joyously return to tell 

the fairy the verb they have learned—‘to love’—prompting her to remove 
her veil and say, ‘now you have learned my Name.’ 
 
 

 
 



 
 

 
‘DARK BUT QUITE BEAUTIFUL’ 
 
BENN, Gottfried.  Morgue.  A new translation 
by Simon Beattie.  [Chesham:] Breitenweg 
2018. 
 
8vo (203 × 125 mm), pp. [8]; original printed 
wrappers.   $15 
 
First edition of this translation, printed in only 250 
copies: ‘powerful translations’ (Adam 
Freudenheim), ‘scalpel-sharp’ (Sammy Jay), ‘dark 
but quite beautiful’ (Rebecca Rego Barry, Fine 
Books Magazine).  
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